Meet Deborah DeNicola, M.F.A., nationally acclaimed author or six
books, memoirist, poet, adjunct college professor and dream worker.
Do you know your how wise your unconscious is?
Deborah DeNicola, Jungian-oriented dream worker, trained for four years
by the analyst and author Robert Bosnak, in a specific, interactive technique to help mine your nocturnal dream for advice and information you
didn’t know you knew.
She will take you on an embodied journey, help you to understand without intellectual analysis,
emotionally move you through your dream images to explore your psyche visually and verbally
with Active Imagination, integrate right and left brain knowledge and assist you to grow in compassion for yourself and others.
Deborah’s memoir, The Future That Brought Her Here; Memoir of a Call to Awaken, reached
number #1 in Psychology and Social Science on Amazon. Com. Her story of a unique awakening
is fraught with significant twists and turns. The book she edited, Orpheus & Company, from The
University Press of New England, has been adopted as a text for many writing programs. Deborah
contributed to Allow Your Spirit To Soar published by AYSTS, an anthology of personal stories
about overcoming obstacles is a book that teaches “The Allow System” whereby wounded spirits
can heal themselves.

www.TheFutureThatBroughtHerHere.com
www.IntuitiveGateways.com/books.shtml
www.blog.IntuitiveGateways.com
Deborah was awarded a Writers Fellowship from the National Endowment for the Arts, received
The Barbara Bradley Award from The New England Poetry Club, The William T. Foley Award
from the magazine, America, The Briar Cliff Award, The Santa Barbara Poetry Award, The
Packingtown Review Essay Award. She has had five Pushcart Prize nominations and a Special
Mention from The Pushcart Prizes in 1992. A Bread Loaf Scholar, she has been a recipient of
fellowships from The MacDowell Colony, Centrum Foundation, The Virginia Center for the
Creative Arts, and The Vermont Studios. Her most recent book is a collection of contemporary
poetry, Original Human.
To contact Deborah DeNicola for collaborative workshops, teleseminars, Radio or TV appearances, send an email to Info@IntuitiveGateways.com or call 617-823-1530

